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ƘƟƓǁƐƐ ƫƢǂǄ  

      ýǀƶǃƒ Ɲǒƪǈ ǏƼ ǎƥƪǃƒǍ ƗǆơǄǃƒ Ɠƶǆ ǇǚǂƬǒ ǇƽǃƒǍ ǅǄƶǃƒ ǇƊ Ǉǆ ƚơƕǃƒ ƖƧǂƼ  ƾǄƱǈƙ
ǎƧƬƕǃƒ            Ɨùǆǒǀǃƒ ǇƒƥƥơǒǍ ƗǒǍǌǃƒ ǇƵ ǇƒƧƕƶǒ ǇƒƦǄǃƒ ƖƓǒơǃƒ ǏƼ ƗǄǆƶǃƒ ǏǌƞǍ ƓǆǋǍ  .
ƥǆƙƶƙǍ            Ɠǌƙǈǆưùƙ ƖƧùǒƛǆ ƗǒưƓǒƧ ƘƓƿǚƶǃ ǇǒǒưƓǒƧǃƒ ƻƓƬƙǂƒ ǏǄƵ ƚơƕǃƒ ƖƧǂƼ

             ƧǒƪùƽƙǍ ƖƇƒƧƿ ƗǃǍƓơǆ ǏƼ ƚơƕǃƒ ƗǒǃƓǂƬƒ ýƛǆƙƙǍ  ƧƧǍǒƥ ƘƤǒƧƕǃƒ ƘƓơǍǃ ǎƥơƍ
      ƓǒƧǃƒ ƘƓƿǚƶǃƒ ǍƧƮƓǈƶǄǃ ƲǍơǄǆǃƒǍ ǏƹƓƱǃƒ ƧǍươǃƒ ƒƦǋ     ýǂƬùƕ Ɩƥùǀƶǆǃƒ Ɨǒùư

    Ǎǒƥ ƘƤǒƧƕǃƒ ýƓǆƵƊ Ưƶƕ ǏƼ ƠǒƧƮǍ ƠưƒǍƧƧ   ƾùǆƵ ǎƥǆ ƻƓƬǂƙƪƒ ƗǃǍƓơǆǍ
                Ɨùǆǒǀǃƒ ƇƒƧùƛƍǍ  ƖƧùǂƽǃƒ ƠǒưǍƙǃ  Ǐǈƽǃƒ ýǆƶǃƒ ƾƓǒƪ ǏƼ ƧƮƓǈƶǃƒ ǉƦǋ ƻǒƲǍƙ
            ƗǒùưƓǒƧǃƒ ƧùƮƓǈƶǃƒ ƻǒƲǍƙ Ɨǒƽǒǂ ƔƓƶǒƙƪƒǍ ǅǌƼ Ǐǃƒ ƚơƕǃƒ ƻƥǌǒǍ ýǆƶǄǃƗǒǈƽǃƒ

      ƒ ǁǃƦǂǍ Ǐǈƽǃƒ ýǆƶǃƒ ǏƼ ƗƕǂƧǆǃƒǍ ƗƱǒƪƕǃƒ         Ɨùƿƥǃƒ ǎƧùơƙ ǎƥùǆ ǏùǄƵ ƻǍƿǍǃ
           ƗǒǆǄƶǃƒ ƗǒƿƒƥƮǆǃƒ ƧƛƊǍ ǏǈƼ ýǆƵ ǏƼ ƻƧƓƤƨǂ ƗǒǆǄƵ ƧƮƓǈƵ ƻǒƲǍƙ ƥǈƵƗǒǆǄƶǃƒ

  Ɨǒǈƽǃƒ ƗǒƕƦƓƞǃƒ ǏǄƵ  ƔǈƓƞ Ǐǃƍ        ƘƒƧùƕƤǃƒ ƻǒƲǍƙ ƘƓǒǃƒǍ ƘƓǒǈǀƙ ƻƓƬǂƙƪƒ ƗǃǍƓơǆ
    ƗƼƧƶǆǃƒ ƳǍƧƼ ǏƼ Ɨƙơƕǃƒ ƗǒǆǄƶǃƒ         ǅǍùǌƽǆƕ ýǚƤƍ ƚǍƥơ ǇǍƥ Ǉƽǃƒ ƗǆƥƤǃ ǎƧƤǕƒ

   ǃƓǆƞǃƒ Ǌǆǒƿ Ǎ Ǉƽǃƒ              ýƓùǆƵƊ ǏùƼ ƗǒùưƓǒƧǃƒ ƧùƮƓǈƶǃƒ ǇƊ ƚùơƕǃƒ ƯƧƙƽǒǍ  Ɨǒ
            ƖƧùǂƼ ýùǆơƙ Ƨǒƕƶƙ ƘƒǍƥƊ ƓǌǈǂǃǍ ƗǒƑƒǍƬƵ ƗǒƼƧƤƨ ƧƮƓǈƵ ƥƧƞǆ ƘƪǒǃƧƧǍǒƥ
        ƧƧǍǒƥ ƥǈƵ Ɨǒǈƽǃƒ ýƓǆƵǕƒ ǏƼ ƗǒưƓǒƧǃƒ ƧƮƓǈƶǃƒ ýǍƓǈƙ ƗǀǒƧƱ ǇƊǍĂƊƧ ǇƵ ƧƕƶƙǍ
              ƘƒǍƥƒǍ Ǉǒùƶǆ ǁùǒǈǂƙ ýǚùƤ Ǉǆ ƗơưƒǍǍ ƗǆǍǌƽǆ ƗǒǆǄƵ Ɨǒƞǌǈǆ ǏǄƵ ƨǂƙƧƙ

  ǏǃƒƖƥƥơǆ          ǏưƓǒƧǃƒ Ƨǒǂƽƙǃƒ Ǉǒƕ ƗƿǚƵ ƗǒǃƓǂƬƍǍ ƳƒƧƮ ýƥƞ ƥǍƞǍ ƯƒƧƙƼƒ ƔǈƓƞ
              ƓùǆǌǒǄǂǃ ǇƓùǂ ǇǂǃǍƧùƤǓƒ ǇƵ Ɣǒƺǒ ƓǆǋƥơƊ Ǉǂǒ ǅǄƼ ƧƧǍǒƥ ƥǈƶĂǈƽǃƒ ƳƒƥƕǗƒǍ
             Ɲǌǈùǆǃƒ ǏǄƵ ƚơƕǃƒ ƥǆƙƶǒǍ ƘƿǍǃƒ Ʃƽǈ ǏƼ ƧƤǓƒ ǏƼ ƧƛƌǆǃƒǍ ýǀƙƪǆǃƒ ƧǍươǃƒ

         ƕǃƒ ƖƧǂƼ ƴǆ ƾƽƙƙ ǏƙǃƒƧƧǍǒƥ ýƓǆƵƊ ýǍƓǈƙ ǏƼ ǏƽƮǍǃƒ ǏǄǒǄơƙǃƒ     ƔùǈƓƞ Ǐùǃƒ ƚơ
     ǏùƼ ƚùơƕǃƒ ƖƧǂƽǃ ǏƤǒƧƓƙǃƒ ƧǍƱƙǃƒǍ Ǐǈǆƨǃƒ ýƪǄƪƙǃƒ ýǍƓǈƙƥǈƵ ǏƤǒƧƓƙǃƒ Ɲǌǈǆǃƒ

  Ǎ ƖƧƓƙƤǆǃƒƧƧǍǒƥ ýƓǆƵƊ.         ǊùƙƧǂƼ ƯƒƧƶƙùƪƓĂƼƧǍƓơǆ ƖƥùƵ ǏǄƵ ƚơƕǃƒ ƨǂƙƧǒ
     ǊƼƒƥǋƊ ƾǒǀơƙ Ǎ ǊƕǈƒǍƞ ƗǒƱƺƙ ƗǃǍƓơǆǍ.      ƗùǒƤǒƧƓƙǃƒ ƖƧƙƽǃƒǍ ǇƓǈƽǃƓƕ ƻǒƧƶƙǃƒ ýƛǆƙǍ
     ǅǋƊǍ Ǌǒǃƒ Ǐǆƙǈǒ ǎƦǃƒ Ǐǈƽǃƒ ƧƮƶǃƒǍ            ǏùưƓǒƧǃƒ Ƨùǒǂƽƙǃƒ ýùǒǄơƙ ǅùƛ ÜƗùǃƓǆƵƊ 

  ǇƓǈƽǃƒ ƥǈƵ ƗǒưƓǒƧǃƒƧƮƓǈƶǃƒǍ .         Ɨùǒǈƽǃƒ ƧùƮƓǈƶǃƒǍ Ǐǈƽǃƒ ƳƒƥƕǗƒ ýǒǄơƙ ǁǃƦ ƥƶƕǍ
        Ǐùǈƽǃƒ ƳƒƥƕǗƒ ƗƿǚƵ ǅǒǋƓƽǆ  ƾǒƕƱƙ ǅƙǒ ƗǒƓǌǈǃƒ ǏƼ ǅƛ ǊǃƓǆƵƊ Ưƶƕ ǏƼ ƗǒƼƧƤƨǃƒǍ

          ƧƧǍùǒƥ ƘƓơǍǃ ǅǋƊ ǎƥơƍ ǏǄƵƧƧǍǒƥ ƘƤǒƧƕǃƒƥǈƵ ǏưƓǒƧǃƒ ƧǒǂƽƙǃƒǍĲ   ƗùơǍǃ 
ǃǍǂǈǄǆƓǒ )ƗƕƉǂ(ǆǒǆƮƙǃƒ ýǍƓǈƙ ǅƙǒ ǁǃƦ ƥƶƕ ǅƛ ƓƗơƧƙǀǆǃƒ Ƙ  
  
  
  



Summary  

Research launched the idea that science and art together represent weft 
and warp cohesion in the fabric of the human mind, and also the two 
sides of the coin of life, which reflect the identity and determine the 
value. The core idea of the research depending upon the discovery of 
exciting mathematical relations included through one of the most famous 
paintings of Albrecht Düorr by mathematicians. the main problem of the 
research is an attempt of reading and interpretation of this remarkable and 
dominant presence of the complex mathematical relations in a clear and 
explicit way in some works of Albrecht Düorr and explore the depth of 
this recruiting elements in the context of the artistic work to clarify the 
idea and enrich the artistic value of the work. Research aims to 
understand and absorb how to recruit simple and compound mathematical 
elements in the artistic work as well as to determine the  recruitment of 
scientific elements in the work of art as decorative units, and the impact 
of scientific credibility to the artistic attraction  by an attempt to explore 
techniques and mechanisms that employed purely scientific expertise in 
the branches of the different knowledge to serve art without prejudice to 
the concept of art and mathematical value and assumed that the elements 
of mathematic in the works of  Düorr not mere  random elements, but 
tools with the idea of expression and express opinion. The manner of 
dealing with mathematical elements in artistic work of Düorr based on 
scientific methodology understandable and clear through known 
Techniques and certain tools along with assuming a controversial conflict 
and the problematic relationship between mathematical thinking and 
artistic creativity and any of them did not lose or hide the other, both 
independent and has influential presence in the other in the same time. 
Research depends on the analytical and descriptive approach in dealing 
with the work of Düorr consistent with the idea of seeking the curriculum 
of historical chronology and historical development of the idea of 
research in the works of Düorr. Research based on several axes in   
attempt to cover its aspects and to achieve its objectives. The artist, 
historical period and artistic era to which he belongs, and his most 
important works, then analyze the mathematical thinking and 
mathematical elements through the works of the artist. After an analysis 
of artistic creativity and artistic elements and decorative units in some 
work, then eventually discussing concepts of the relationship of artistic 
creativity and mathematical thinking through one of the most important 
paintings of Düorr- Melancholia (depression) finally, the suggested 
designs approached analytically.                                  


